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while the average nis america game seems to run for about 20 hours, cladun x2 clocks in at about 40. while the average nis america game tends to be about relatively difficult, cladun x2 is challenging without
being overly frustrating. the difficulty is fairly linear throughout the game, and while there are multiple paths to take and multiple endings, theres no alternate routes to travel. with that being said, there are
plenty of ways to get the best ending without having to waste an excessive amount of time on the lesser ones. the biggest problem with cladun x2 is the combat system, which is broken up into two stages.

while the basic attack/ability combinations are simple and intuitive, the more difficult ones are a bit more complex. as the player, you can only use four basic moves, and when you start on the harder difficulty
the moves are split between three and four at a time. some of these moves arent even really moves at all. being able to unleash a huge destructive blast of energy to deal massive damage is a neat ability, but it

also leaves you in a helpless and vulnerable position for a few seconds. in fact, one of the more fun moments is when you end up standing perfectly still, waiting for the monsters to come to you before
unleashing a devastating attack. the next big problem with cladun x2 is the graphics. while the graphics arent bad, theyre not exactly top-of-the-line. the characters are fairly detailed, but the environments are a
bit more chunky. the battle graphics are large and bright, but not overly detailed. theres more detail to the characters and their abilities than the environments, and the animation is smooth and competent, but

it doesnt really shine with any type of detail. its a shame because the characters really shine in the cutscenes, but theyre still pretty basic.
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what i need now is a little bit
of the support that ive

always been very grateful
for from my fans. but i

wasnt able to do anything to
repay them for the years of
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support and the long hours
they gave to our games. but
i have a little plan. if there is
enough interest, i could put

together a kickstarter
campaign for a new game
on the same platform as

legacy was made. or maybe
new game! or new super
mario bros. i can work on

another game in the
meantime. i would still like
to make good games. i just
need a little more time. a

fan-made version of cladun
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can be played in visual boy
advance on the nes.
download visual boy

advance 0.8.4 on pc, mac,
linux, and android, and

download the rom of cladun
and install it. use the

browser to navigate the
rom. if a video (if it's

downloadable) appears on
the rom, download it too

and play it on your
emulator. but no, the video
isn't downloadable.in visual
boy advance, click create.
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locate a zip file, and name it
cladun. open it in visual boy

advance, and press a to
select the rom. select the

desired setting, and press a
again. set the file size to

2mb, and select ok. the beta
announcement reads as

follows: this is a beta test of
the game, and the code is
not finished. we have no

more updates for this
release (or for the beta), but

we will keep updating as
progress is made. it comes
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to my attention that there
are still people who want to
play the game, and want to
know where to get it. so i'm

going to show you a
decrypted download option.
but first, i'd like to ask you a
favour. the development will

continue without our
knowledge, and there is still

a chance that we might
mess things up. therefore,

please share this news with
your friends. and if you

download the game, please
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let us know if it works with
your emulator. 5ec8ef588b
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